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S-13/11 ATM CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR  

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS – LAHORE FIR 
(Replaces AIP Supplement S-10/11) 

 
1. Objectives 
 

1.1 This publication contains the arrangements to ensure the continued safety of air 
navigation in the event of total disruption of Air Traffic Services (ATS) within the Lahore 
Flight Information Region (OPLR) and is in accordance with the ICAO Annex 11. 

 
1.2 In the event of total disruption of ATS within the Lahore FIR (OPLR), contingency routes 

will be promulgated to accommodate the flow of international air traffic to ensure 
minimum disruption for aircraft transiting the Lahore FIR (OPLR). These contingency 
routes are designed to maximize the use of existing ATS route structure, 
communications, navigation and surveillance services. To ensure continued safety, 
limited flight levels will be made available on these contingency routes. 

 
1.3 In the absence of ATS, Flight Information Services will be provided on the contingency 

routes by the designated ATS Unit as specified in Para 2.3 
 

2. Air Traffic Management 
 

2.1 Notification of Activation 
 

2.1.1 In the event that ATS cannot be provided within the Lahore FIR (OPLR), Lahore 
Area Control Centre (ACC) shall publish not less than 48 hours prior, if 
practicable, a NOTAM indicating the following: 

 
a. Date and time of commencement of the Contingency Routes; 
 
b. Information on the provision made for alternate services; 
 
c. ATS Contingency routes and the flight levels available; 
 
d. Details of the availability of facilities and services including an expected 

date/time of restoration of services if available; 
 
e. Procedures to be followed by pilots; 
 
f. Any other details with respect to the disruption and actions being taken 

that aircraft operators may find useful. 
 
2.1.2 In the event that Lahore ACC is unable to issue the corresponding NOTAM, the 

neighbouring AIS Authorities / ICAO Asia and Pacific Regional office will take 
action to issue the NOTAM of the contingency plan upon notification by Lahore 
ACC. 

 
2.2 Provision of Services and Communication Facilities 

 
2.2.1 On activation of the contingency routes, the following ATS Units shall be 

providing Flight Information Service on the portions of the Lahore FIR to allow 
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international air traffic movements on the contingency routes. These designated 
ATS Units shall provide FIS on portions of contingency routes stipulated in para 
2.3. 

 
S. No. Designated ATS Units Communication Facilities 

VHF HF Others 

a) Lahore ACC East 127.5 MHz 
121.5 MHz 

10018 KHz 
(During day) 
5658 KHz 
(24 Hrs) 

3467 KHz 
(During Night) 

5601 KHz 
(Local 

frequency for 
northern area)

- 

b) Lahore ACC West 124.1 MHz 
121.5 MHz - 

c) Lahore Approach 
121.3 MHz 
121.5 MHz 
125.3 MHz 

- 

d) Lahore Tower 118.1 MHz 
118.4 MHz - 

e) Cherat Approach 125.6 MHz - 

f) Islamabad Radar 124.9 MHz 
125.5 MHz - 

g) Multan Tower / APP 

119.1 MHz 
122.6 MHz 
250.6 MHz 
121.5 MHz 

 

 
2.3 Contingency Routes 

 
2.3.1 The following contingency routes shall be established on notification of activation 

by NOTAM. These routes are based on pre-existing ATS routes with Significant 
Point to demarcate the need to establish contact with the designated ATSU Unit 
for FIS. 

 
2.3.2 To ensure flight safety on the contingency route, there will be limited flight levels 

available for flights utilizing the contingency routes. The flight levels assigned for 
each contingency route as follows; 

 
 

CONTINGENCY ROUTE STRUCTURE AND COMMUNICATIONS  
WHEN NO ATS AVAILABLE IN LAHORE FIR 

 
EAST BOUND: 

 

CONTINGENCY ROUTE 
LAHORE (CRK) ATS ROUTE FLIGHT LEVEL AVAILABLE 

CRL -1 M881/A466 
LAJAK-DI-JHANG-SAMAR FL290 

CRL -2 
N644/A466/M875 

PAVLO-DI- JHANG-SAMAR 
*PAVLO-DI- JHANG-GUGAL 

FL330 / FL390 

CRL -3 L750/G201 
ROSIE-ZB-BASIR 

FL370 
FL330 

CRL -4 G325 
PATLA-ZB-HANGU-PS-GILGIT-PURPA FL350 

CRL-5 *L509 
LAJAK-HANGU-JABAR-INDEK-SAMAR 

FL370 
 
 

*  ATS Route is only available in published timings.  
 
Note: All other International ATS routes will remain suspended. Entry in Lahore FIR via PADDY 

and SITAX & MOLTA will not be allowed to ensure safe aircraft operations. 
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WEST BOUND: 
 

CONTINGENCY ROUTE 
LAHORE (CRL) ATS ROUTE FLIGHT LEVEL AVAILABLE 

CRL-6 **A466/M881 
SAMAR-JHANG-DI-LAJAK 

FL280 

CRL-7 

A466/N644 
SAMAR- JHANG -DI-PAVLO 

*L509 
SAMAR-INDEK-JABAR- 

HANGU-LAJAK 

FL360 
FL320 

CRL-8 M875/M881 
*GUGAL- JHANG -DI-PAVLO/LAJAK FL380 

CRL-9 
G325 

PURPA-GILGIT-PS-HANGU- 
ZB-PATLA 

FL340 
FL400 

CRL-10 G201/L750 
BASIR-ZB-ROSIE 

FL360 
FL320 

 

*  ATS Route is only available in published timings. 

** ATS Route is available 24hrs for traffic landing in Kabul FIR and traffic transiting through 
Kabul FIR traffic only during published timings.  

Note: All other International ATS routes will remain suspended. Entry in Lahore FIR via RABAN 
will not be allowed to ensure safe aircraft operations. 

3. Transition to Contingency Routes Activation 
 

3.1 The transition period shall be defined as the time when the ability to provide ATS cease 
till the time when the contingency routes are activated by way of notification through 
NOTAM. 

 
3.2 During times of uncertainty when impending closures of Lahore FIR seem possible, 

aircraft operators should be prepared for the possible changed in routing while en-route. 
Familiarization of the alternate routes and contingency routes outlined in this publication, 
as well as those which may be promulgated by Lahore FIR via NOTAM is necessary. 

 
3.3 In the event of a sudden airspace closure, Lahore ACC shall broadcast to all aircraft in 

Lahore FIR, that airspace is being closed and to stand by for any further instructions. 
 
3.4 During the transition period, operators can expect communication congestions as such 

communications shall be kept to a necessary minimum. Unnecessary routing changes 
will not be issued and the other designated ATS Units will provide guidance as far as 
possible. 

 
3.5 For flights approaching Lahore FIR during the transition period, flights shall plan to re-

route around Lahore FIR or land at an appropriate airfield. 
 
4. Procedures for Pilots and Operators 
 

4.1 Flight planning requirements for the Lahore FIR are to be followed in respect to normal 
flight planning requirements contained in the Pakistan Aeronautical Information 
Publication (AIP) in ENR Section. 

 
4.2 All aircraft transiting through Lahore FIR shall strictly comply with the following: 

 
a. Operate along or as close as possible to the centerline of the assigned 

contingency air traffic route. 
 
b. Reach the flight level assigned by adjacent designated ATS Units for the 

transit of Lahore FIR at least ten (10) minutes before entering Lahore FIR. 
 
c. Maintain the flight level and Mach number assigned by the last adjacent 
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designated ATS Units while operating within Lahore FIR, unless an 
emergency situation or flight security reason exists. 

 
d. Maintain a continuous listening watch on the communication frequency of 

the designated, transmit blind on emergency frequency 121.5MHz and on 
pilots’ air to air frequency 123.450 MHz position reports five (5) minutes 
before and overhead each compulsory reporting point established along 
the respective air traffic routes. 

 
e. Include in their last position report to the designated ATS units the 

estimated time of arrival over the entry point of Lahore FIR and the 
estimated time and point at which they are to exit the Lahore FIR. 

 
f. Whenever emergencies and / or flight safety reasons make it impossible to 

maintain the flight level assigned for the transit of Lahore FIR, climb or 
descent well to the right of the centerline of the air traffic route being flown 
but remaining within Lahore FIR and to inform immediately by blind 
broadcast emergency frequency 121.5 MHz and on pilots’ air to air 
frequency 123.450 MHz all other aircraft likely to be affected by 
transmitting a relevant emergency level change message (comprising the 
aircraft call-sign, the aircraft position, the flight levels being left and 
crossed, etc.). 

 
g. Contact the adjacent designated ATS Units as soon as possible and at 

least ten (10) minutes before the estimated time of arrival over the relevant 
exist point of Lahore FIR in order to obtain clearance for entering the 
adjacent FIR concerned. 

 
h. Display navigation and anti-collision lights at all times during the transit of 

contingency airspace. 
 

5. Resumption and Restoration of Services 
 
5.1 As soon as ATS are restored in Lahore FIR a NOTAM notifying the resumption of the 

ATS will be published. 
 
5.2 In the aim to ensure safe and orderly traffic movements at the onset of the resumption of 

service, operators can expect congestions and delays. As such additional flow control 
measures could be applied to regulate the flow of traffic to clear the backlog of air traffic 
that has been affected during the period when ATS was not available. 

 
This AIP Supplement supersedes AIP Supplement S-10/11 dated 26th September 2011.  

 
- END - 

 
 
 




